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Austral by Hussmann
BV1300W VS Double Vertical

Glass Door Chiller

$3,871.00 +GST

View more Product Details

Add to Cart                              

Request a Quote                    

Austral by Hussmann EE Max BV1300W VS Double Vertical Glass Door Chiller – Unleash the Power of Merchandise Exposure!
Elevate your product display to new heights with this double glass door commercial display fridge. Featuring state-of-the-art
natural refrigerant and inverter compressor technology, this fridge boasts a remarkable capacity of 1142 liters and eye-level
display space, maximizing merchandise visibility. Captivate your customers with a visually stunning showcase that demands
attention. The EE Max BV1300W VS offers the perfect blend of functionality and style, ensuring your products are easily
accessible and irresistibly tempting. The frameless double glass doors create an alluring display, enticing potential buyers to
explore your offerings and make that desired purchase. Don't settle for ordinary when you can have extraordinary. Elevate your
merchandising with the EE Max BV1300W VS and watch as your products steal the spotlight.
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Introducing the Hussmann Austral by Hussmann
BV1300W VS Double Vertical Glass Door Chiller
Are you ready to elevate your product display to unprecedented levels? Look no further than the EE Max BV1300W VS double
glass door commercial display fridge. This cutting-edge fridge is equipped with state-of-the-art natural refrigerant and inverter
compressor technology, boasting a remarkable capacity of 1142 liters and providing eye-level display space. The EE Max
BV1300W VS is designed to revolutionize merchandise visibility, creating a captivating showcase for your products.
Captivate your customers with a visually stunning display that demands attention. The frameless double glass doors create an
alluring presentation, enticing potential buyers to explore your offerings and make that desired purchase. This fridge offers the
perfect fusion of functionality and style, ensuring your products are easily accessible and irresistibly tempting. Don't settle for
the ordinary when you can have the extraordinary. Elevate your merchandising game with the EE Max BV1300W VS, and
witness the transformation as your products become the focal point of attention.

Additional Information

Country of Manufacture Australia

External Colour Stainless Steel

Brand Hussmann

Model BV1300-W-VS

Temperature Operating Range C -1°C to +5°C

Refrigerant R290

External Dimensions (mm) 1200mm(W)x767mm(D)x2190mm(H)

Internal Dimensions (mm) 1126mm (W) x 622mm (D) x 1571mm (H)

Power Information 10A

Interior Lighting Yes

Defrost Auto or Manual Automatic

About the Product

Austral by Hussmann BV1300W VS Double Vertical Glass Door
Chiller, available at an unbeatable price. Purchase the Hussmann
BV1300W VS and explore our wide range of commercial Vertical
Glass Door Chiller, all with Australia wide delivery.

Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price $5,060.00
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